
Green Mountain Gorillas 2015!
!!
1) Once upon a time, on  a Treble Clef, there lived the voices.  !
2) Na, na, na, na, na, ma!
Ho,ho, ho!
Aiya ya ya ya ai!
Ohm Ohm Ohm!
na ga na ga na ga!
hakunmatata!
a ga gag a ga gag!!!
2) “Na, Na, Na, NA” , the ruler of the voices, had a son, 3/4 Time, 6/8 time and 4/4 time.!!!
3) 4/4 grew up and overthrew the voices because they were annoying and banished to Bass 
Clef.!!
4) 4/4 was just as mean as “Na, Na, Na, Na” so Ohm agreed to help the Notes, “Do, Ray, Mi, 
Fa, So, La Ti, Do” in the City of Staff, by giving them melody. Melody allowed the notes to 
arrange themselves in patterns so they were not simply noise. The notes organized themselves 
into melodies like, “row, row, row your boat” and the “ABC’s”.!!
5)  4/4 Time thought the notes might take over, like he did. He was angry that they got melody 
so he decided to get revenge on Notes. He sent them Silence or A Rest Note. He thought the 
notes would be confused by silence so they would stop using melody.!!
6) 4/4 Time sent Silence with a box of three evils and Harmony. He hoped that the evils would 
make the notes too upset to use melody.!!
7) 4/4 time told Silence to never open the box, but 4/4 time's brother, (3/4 or 6/8) blessed 
Silence with curiosity.!!
8) Silence could not stand the boring songs of the notes anymore, so she opened the box. She 
released Misfortune, Sorrow and Pollution into the world.!!!
9) The city of Staff turned into chaos! They decided to send their strongest, most muscly guy, 
“La” but he game back with a skinned knee, crying and K cups in his hair.!!
10) So, the city decided to send their smartest and geekiest book worm. He came back with a 
broken nose, practically swimming in his own tears, with K cups stuck to his body.!!
11) Finally, the decided to send their best musician to fight them. He must get the keys from the 
evils in order to release harmony into the world.!
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**Do you mean keys or do you mean something else from music theory??!
**when you think of harmony, what does that mean?!
**how might that relate to the levels?!
**what did the musician carry with himself?!!!
Level 1!!!
Gamer walks up to Misfortune, who is sitting on the bank of the MIssissippi.!!
Gamer 1) Are you mis-fortune?!!
Misfortune 1) I'm neither.!!
Gamer 2) What?!!
MIsfortune 2) I'm not a girl and I'm not fortune, because fortune was so yesterday,  I mean 
Monday.!!
Gamer 3) Couldn't agree more.!!
MIsfortune 3) Why doth though come?!!
Gamer 4) What did the muscly guy say to you?!!
MIsfortune 4) He took a sword and tried to stab me. So, I sent him some mosquitoes and he ran 
away.!!
Gamer 5) What did the nerdy guy say to you?!!
MIsfortune 5) He told me this ridiculous equation that I didn’t understand. (i8sumPi). So, I made 
him a banana pie and he slipped on a peel right into the pie.!!
Gamer 6) What do you want me to do?!!
MIsfortune 6) What can you do?!!
Gamer 7) I can listen.!!
MIsfortune 7) What do you want to listen to?!!
Gamer 8) What do you want to say?!!
MIsfortune breaks into song and gamer plays Blues Riff.!!!!!
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"Misfortune is My Name"!!
(C A B A GGGG repeat)!!
I met a black cat,!
My only kin.!!
I got struck by lightning,!
burned my skin.!!
Misfortune's my name,!
no luck is my game.!!
I tried out for a play,!
the very next day.!!
I got real mad,!
because my part was bad.!
They say 'break a leg'!
and I fall of the stage.!!
Misfortune's my name,!
no luck is my game.!!
I never find four leaf clovers,!
I always find three!!
I slipped on a banana,!
I banged up my knee!!
Misfortune's my name,!
no luck is my game.!
Now feel my pain...!!!
MIsfortune is so pleased he gives the Gamer a Badge and the level is complete.!!!!!!
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Level 2!!
Gamer walks up to Sorrow.!!
Gamer 1) walks up to Sorrow, and patiently waits and watches!!
Sorrow 1) Who are you?!!
Gamer 2) Are you Sorrow?!!
Sorrow 2) Yes!!
Gamer 3)What did the muscly guy say to you?!!
Sorrow 3) What muscly guy?!!
Gamer 4) What did the Nerdy guy say to you?!!
Sorrow 4) He told me this long equation. So, I asked him to show me his answer in another way. 
He ran off crying.!!
Gamer 5) What do you want me to do?!!
Sorrow 5)What can you do?!!
Gamer 6) Starts playing song!!
MIsfortune 6) crying, unable to speak!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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!!!!!!
(Sorrow to Everybody Hurts by REM (D D, G G D D G, Walk Down to Em, Em, A, A, Em EM, 
repeat))!!!
Bad things happen,!
push it aside!
Don’t make a big deal,!
you can abide.!!
I know where you have been!
its definitely not a win!!
when I want some other to go!
when I fell like its too much to row!!
If you feel sad,!
look to the light!!
I will be waiting,!
by your right.!!
Remember, your note alone.!
Well, be strong.!!
When you feel like going up!
and your life is corrupt.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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!!!
Gamer 1) Cough, Cough, Are you pollution?!!
Pollution 1) Yeah, who are you?!!
Gamer 2) Have you met the muscly guy?!!
Evil 2) who?!!
Gamer 3) Have you met the nerdy guy?!!
Pollution 3) who?!!!
New High Score!!!!!!!!!
Gamer 4) What do you want me to say?!!
Pollution 4) The notes keep pollution with their K cups! They just don’t know better. If only there 
was a way to get them to change their behavior!!!!!
Gamer 5) We could write a song and teach them!!!!!!
To the melody of Take On Me by Ah Ha!!
Put more thought in!
what goes in the bin!!
K cups the new mountain!
stacked up high!
almost touching the sky!!
take out the trash!!!
don’t pollute!
don’t pollute!!
take the trash away.!
recycle everyday!!
Pollution world wide!!!
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!!!
Harmony is released form the box using magnets.!!
Harmony 1) Thank you for releasing me. Did you defeat the evils?!!
Gamer 1) No. They became my inspiration and we made music together and we live in 
harmony.!!
Epilogue!!
4/4 Time tried to defeat the Notes by sending them Silence or Rests. The Notes used the Rests 
to build tension. 4/4 time tried to defeat the notes with MIsfortune, Sorrow and Pollution. But, the 
Notes learn to write song to solve problems about yourself, someone else and the world.!!!!!
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